
Name of Company: MAYA VERGEL CERÁMICA

Job Title: Workshop Assistant

Location: C. Siete Lagunas, local 10, 18008 Granada

Website: https://mayavergel.com/sobre-nosotros/

Duration: 3 months

Company Description

We design and create handmade pieces in Spain with dedication and care. Maya

Vergel Cerámica works through continuous experimentation, believing in

craftsmanship where the body and its capabilities are the measure of its production,

crafting objects for a sensitive audience. Our creations are not created above their

environment but work for it, caring for, transmitting, and enriching tradition with

generosity. Each piece is produced in porcelain, decorated and hand-set in brass

bathed in gold, in our workshop

Workshop:

We develop the design and production of ceramic objects along with the service of

regular educational ceramics workshops for all audiences. The workshop is carefully

equipped with a variety of ceramic equipment and spacious, well-lit areas, ensuring

that daily project development is carried out effectively and comfortably.

The workshop is equipped with a relaxation area with a cafeteria, sofa, and a

ceramic library, printer, kneading table, large work tables measuring 5m in length

and 2.5m in width, two walls filled with shelves, a rolling machine, potter's wheel, 2

electric kilns of 100 and 40 liters, and a washing area with a shower hose.

https://mayavergel.com/sobre-nosotros/


Role Description

The participant will carry out a 3 month internship in MAYA VERGEL CERÁMICA,

where they will assist in the daily running of the ceramics studio. They will provide

the Atelier with support in a variety of tasks related to the organisation of the space

and the support for the development of pottery classes. The participant’s tasks will

be recycling the clay, glazing it, cleaning the pieces before baking and helping to

clear and clean the studio at the end of workshops and organising the workshop.

Attending lessons will be part of the role as well.

Required Applicant Profile

● Background in a creative field

● Experience with ceramics

● Good writing and photography skills

● Intermediate level of Spanish is required for this role

● Willingness to perform a wide range of different tasks


